Recently, ocean observation is developing from using a single underwater sensor node to employing underwater sensor networks consisting of multiple sensor platforms. Underwater vehicles including underwater gilders and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are important underwater mobile sensor platforms in ocean observation networks. For ocean observation and networking applications, Shenyang Institute of Automaton (SIA), Chinese Academy of Sciences, has developed a number of underwater vehicles including AUVs and underwater gliders. This paper presents existing and future research efforts in SIA centered around the development, testing, and applications of SIA's underwater vehicles in ocean observations and mobile marine sensor networks.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, ocean observation is developing from using a single underwater sensor node to employing underwater networks consisting of multiple sensor platforms. Underwater sensor networks enable people to observe the oceans in a long-term, continuous, real time, and three-dimensional way which could not be achieved via other single-node based approaches.
Compared with other sensor platforms, underwater vehicle is a new type of underwater sensor platform with characteristics of mobility, controllability and intelligence. There are mainly two types of underwater vehicles in ocean observation applications, which are underwater gliders and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). Underwater gliders have the features of long operational time and range, and low operational cost, and are ideal mobile platforms for performing ocean observation missions with large spatial scale and long temporal scale. With the gliders' capability and advantages, ocean observation networks with multiple underwater gliders are able to conduct long-time and large-scale adaptive and autonomous ocean sampling and mapping. Compared with underwater gliders, AUVs are more suitable for tracking and sampling ocean features in a rapid and fine-scale way, with their capabilities of better maneuverability and controllability. How to apply these different types of underwater vehicles in marine observation networks, to realize mutual supplement with each other's advantages, to complete complex observation missions, received great attentions in ocean observation and underwater vehicle research communities recently.
Shenyang Institute of Automation (SIA), Chinese Academy of Sciences, has invested significantly in researching and developing underwater vehicles. A number of prototype underwater vehicles in China were first developed by SIA in the last thirty years. In the past five years, with the support of the national high-tech research and development program of China (863 program), a number of underwater gliders and portable AUVs were developed and tested in SIA for ocean observation and networking applications. More recently, several in-water tests were also organized to validate their capabilities to accomplish ocean observation tasks with either single vehicle or networked vehicles.
This paper mainly presents what we have achieved and what we will conduct in the development, testing, and applications of SIA AUVs and underwater gliders in ocean observations and vehicle based mobile marine sensor networks. Firstly, the paper describes the development of portable AUVs [1] and underwater gliders [2] in recent years in SIA (as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 3 , respectively). Secondly, the researches and experiments with the two types of vehicles and some of the results are presented, including research on underwater chemical plume tracing and source localization with an AUV, research on methods for autonomous observation of ocean features and some observation tests with underwater gliders, and lake tests of multiple-AUVs (as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 4 ), etc. At last, a heterogeneous underwater mobile sensor network based on above described underwater vehicles is proposed with the support of the Program of the State Key Laboratory of Robotics. The proposed networked system consists of several AUVs, underwater gliders and a mobile surface platform. The system will be employed to perform the ocean observation missions in an autonomous and networked way with cooperative control strategy with acoustic communications in the next three years.
